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Creative and 
visual arts, such 
as Photography 

always had a calming and 
peaceful effect on people, 
helping them to focus on the 
essential as much as on the 
details. Breathe, focus and 
capture. And funny enough, 
games have always been a 
good way to channel strong 
emotions. So, to combine 
both, during a year such 
as 2020, can offer quite an 
escape route.

As a rising star, Virtual 
Photography in games 
became an emergency exit 

to wander in worlds we could 
only dream of and accomplish 
ourselves with our imagination 
brought to life through images 
WE created, thanks to game 
developers. Now, we can 
breathe them, focus on them, 
and capture our very own 
emotions. We now can express 
ourselves through characters 
and environments.

None of us has been spared 
this year, either in professionnal 
or in private life. We are aware 
of so many people in our 
community that are suffering 
from multiple disorders and 
struggling to communicate 

with one another. We believe 
sharing photography through 
games is giving a fine way to 
express what they are feeling 
and also helping others 
understanding their emotions.

We can barely imagine 
how many people this art 
has helped to this year. To 
overcome, to survive, to live, 
but also to step out and stand 
their ground for what they 
deeply believe in.

This year, of all years, has 
been the most dreadful yet 
inspirational year. All of us 
experienced life at its core, 

one way or another. All of 
us overcame obstacles and 
fears and frustrations and 
insurrections.

We created this Yearbook 
so you can come back anytime 
and set this unforgettable 
year as a reminder of what 
you have become, knowing 
where you were coming from.

So, with no further ado, let's 
unfold a year  none of us will 
ever forget.

YEARBOOK
What was first a will to do something 
between us for Christmas quickly escalated 
into a brainstorming: a present for the 
community.

So, for the first time, we give you The 
Captured Collective Yearbook.

2020



"As a child I always loved art, it wasn’t to the 
late teens that I fell in love with photography. My 
Grandad was a keen photographer and often 
lent me his camera. My passion for photography 
is a big thanks to my beloved Grandad. In 2014 
my Grandad sadly passed away, his final gift to 
me was his camera collection.

So I made a promise to myself to not give up on 
my dream, so I took a beginner class to further my 
skills and went on to further education.

Virtual photography started as an experiment 
for me. I grew up as a gamer and wanted to bridge 
the two together with photography. I started 
experimenting with PC games like Half-life thanks 
to its console commands and then experimented 
with game consoles. Back then there was no 
photo mode so it was a fun challenge trying to 
find creative ways to capture shots.

I started sharing my work on Instagram, began 
to notice a small community doing the same type 
of thing, from there I developed a new passion for 
this new art form. I found Virtual Photography is a 
great way to experiment and try new things which 
has helped improve some of my real-life work.

-   M a t t
/ m a t t h e w p e a r c e . m y p o r t f o l i o . c o m

/ d a r k l i n k n 7 . m y p o r t f o l i o . c o m
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NOTABLE EVENTS
As per reports, January 

australian wildfires could be 
the worst wildfire the world has 

seen in decades.

An Ukrainian International 
flight crashed in Iran, killing 

all 176 people on board. The 
majority of passengers were 

Iranian and Canadian.

The Taal eruption affected 
thousands of families. The 

ashfall turned the once tourists 
spot in a wide area covered 

with a dead and gray blanket.

Starting out as a mysterious 
disease from Wuhan, China, 
experts now call the cause 

of outbreak the Novel 
Coronavirus.

Katerina Sakellaropoulou 
was elected, becoming 

the first female president in 
Greece. Sakellaropoulou was 
previously a high court judge 

and human rights activist.

A helicopter crash in California 
killed all nine people on 

board, two of whom were 
NBA star Kobe Bryant and 
his 13-year-old daughter, 

the crash was suspected to 
have been caused by foggy 

conditions.

The year 2020 has only 
just begun, and the world 

has already suffered 
many natural disasters, 

tragedies, deaths, 
regional conflicts and 
a new virus outbreak. 
With 11 months to go, 

what the year 2020 may 
bring seems daunting to 

predict.

2020JANUARY
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The Captured Collective was founded in 2016, as gamers 
ourselves we share the same passion for visual art and 

photography (Both real & virtual).

We wanted to create a sharing hub that features a large 
variety of visual arts, supporting and showcasing the 
community's beautiful work. Showing different techniques 
and ideas that help inspire artists to try new things and help 
them to grow. Since The Collective supports these mediums 
we feel it creates cross inspirations within these artforms.

As we continue to grow we expanded to Twitter. Supporting 
the community with retweets and features. This is when we 
introduce themes as a way to further inspire the community 
to try new things and help them grow and improve their skills.

The Collective is now a strong team all sharing the same 
passion for visual arts. We're all very proud of what we have 
achieved and we're very grateful to the community for their 
continued support.

#TheCapturedCollective
www.thecapturedcollective.art

Matt @DarkLinkN7 
Maggie @VirtualHeda 
Peter @PeteyReilly 
Béatrice @Yggdrazilla

tt$$

http://www.thecapturedcollective.art
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec
https://twitter.com/Featured_Collec
https://www.instagram.com/the_captured_collective/
https://www.instagram.com/the_themed_collective/


"I have always loved visual art 
and photography for the portrayal 
of emotions and mood. It has been 
my personal passion to use virtual 
photography to capture these same 
moods and emotions throughout the 
worlds of the games that I explore. 
For me it has become both an outlet 
for emotion and creativity as well as 
a way to record my favorite gaming 
moments.

-   J o r d a n
/ t h e . a r t . o f . v i r t u a l . w o r l d s



“Weep I cannot; but my heart bleeds.” 
– William Shakespeare

@AGENT00WUSCHEL
AGENT 00WUSCHEL

“Your life is like an ocean. We’re moving without end. 
Nothing stays with us. What remains is the memories of the 
people that touched us as waves.”

@CHY_VISUAL_ARTS
CHY

“The darkest night produces the brightest stars.” 
– John Green

@FO0ZY
R.I.H.A.B.

“Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless like water.”

@LILIYUL
LILI

The Traveler.

@NASSERHOMSI
HOLDEN88805

“I look for a hope of light admist the cloud of darkness.”

@VISHNUS46171956
VISHNU S

“Nature is not a place to visit. It is home.”

@CAMISGUI
CAMILA

“Set your sights on the Horizon, where the Atlas beings meet, 
and let your heart’s desire take the reins.”

@HALKYRIS
FΙNΙΧ

“I have seen the sea  
when it is stormy and wild;  
when it is quiet and serene;  
when it is dark and moody.  
And in all its moods, I see myself”  
– Martin Buxbaum

@NEONESCENT_VP
NEONESCENT

“The hardest battles are fought in the mind.”

@SCREENKNIGHT_VP
SCREEN KNIGHT
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NOTABLE EVENTS
The World Health 

Organization names the 
new virus COVID-19.

NASA published data on 
the most distant object ever 

studied by a spacecraft, 
Arrokoth.

On February 29, the United 
States of America signed a 
deal with the Taliban as an 
attempt to bring peace to 

Afghanistan.

GAMING NEWS
PAX East takes place in 

Boston, Massachusetts, USA.

With attacks, riots and 
violent protests all around 

the world, India, Israel, 
Haiti and France and the 

COVID situation going 
global, 2020  is already set 

to be an unforgettable 
year. Yet, it still holds some 

memorable surprises.

2020FEBRUARY



We keep you up to date with all daily, 
weekly, monthly and on-going themed 

challenges from the #VirtualPhotography 
community.

To us, all those challenges are the best 
way to connect and stay in touch with the 
whole community. It's also a good exercise 
to evolve and learn from the others.

#VPchallenge
Maggie @VirtualHeda 
Béatrice @Yggdrazilla

t

VIRTUAL
CHALLENGES
PHOTOGRAPHY

P L A Y .  C A P T U R E  .  S H A R E

https://twitter.com/VPchallenges


More and more people 
are getting into this 
adventure we call 

virtual photography here. 
We now are many and it's still 
growing.

This year has been particularly 
difficult and has shown us more 
than ever the importance of 
being supportive with each 
other. So I wanted to insist on the 
importance of being respectful 
towards each other in this 
community. You don't have to 
like everyone, we are all humans 
with different compatibilities so 
it's normal not to get along with 
some people. And it's totally 
okay. However, each one of us 
has to show respect for others, 
no matter what we think of 
them. This is a prerequisite for 
everything to go well.

Moreover, I think it's good to 
remind all of us that what we 
do is a hobby and therefore it 
should always be something we 
enjoy to do. You don't have to 
make screenshots of the latest 
released game if you don't want 
to for example, just as you don't 
need the latest hardware to 
make good screenshots.

In fact, having the possibility 
to get great image quality is 
only useful if your screenshot 
is already good. Having a 
high-end PC will not magically 
transform your future screenshots 

into good ones if they have bad 
compositions. The composition 
of a screenshot will always be 
superior to everything else. 
Always.

So grab your PC, PlayStation, 
Xbox, Switch or whatever and 
focus on what you want to show 
to others and how to do it in the 
way that best suits your vision at 
that moment.

– YGGDRAZILLA

As a hardcore tryhard, 
challenges are for me 
a way of life. And as a 

graphic designer, I always look 
for new things to learn and work 
out. So when I came to the Virtual 
Photography, I immediately 
jumped on the themes and as I 
didn't want to miss any of them, 
I started creating visuals to sum 
them all up in one place. Well 
recieved by the community, 
I decided to create a page 
dedicated to these amazing 
themed challenges.

When it started to grow, I figured 
I could do my own challenges, 
featuring one game at a time so 
anyone had a chance to share 
their beloved shots.

Joined by fellow French gamer 
Yggdrazilla, we imagined ways 
to feature people's work through 
themed challenges. It was our 
common desire and since, we 
have never stopped. Initially, our 
four chosen artists would then 
choose the next four best shots 
and so on...

We were so happy of how our 
Special Game of the Week: The 
Last of Us Part II challenge unfold. 
Gifted by a team of five people 
from all horizons, this is our favorite 
part of the year.

Challenge and support is our 
way.

– HEDA

DEVIL MAY CRY 5 
Capcom 
2019

RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER 
Eidos Montréal / Square Enix 

2015

AWORD FROM...



“Sometimes our only choice is to walk away from 
everything we know.”

@BLAEVATEIN_AI
BLACK LAEVATEIN

“The supreme good is like water, which nourishes all things 
without trying to. It is content with the low places that people 
disdain. Thus it is like the Tao.” – Laozi

@CYBORG_ZO_EL
ゾーエル

“A samurai knows how to apply the right amount of force. 
Too little and you lose respect. Too much and you lose 
opportunity.”

@CRUELTAY83
CRUELTAY

“Where man can’t live gods fare no better.” 
– Cormac McCarthy

@HEAVENLYDEMON94
INFINEJESTER

“When the time comes, you better run and don’t look back.”

@IRISHTHEVIKING
IRIS MCGREGOR

“Do not pursue happiness - create it.”

@WISHFUL_FLOWERS
SIVANNA

“Having fun is the easiest way to cope with stress.”

@MINAORMINA
MINA

“People take different roads seeking fulfillment and 
happiness. Just because they’re not on your road doesn’t 
mean they’ve gotten lost.” – Dalai Lama XIV

@F1MBU1V1NT3R
FIMBULVINTER

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look around 
once in awhile, you could miss it.” – Ferris Bueller.

@IREDACTOID
IREDACTOID

“Live life to the fullest.”

@THENINJAWHIPPET
A VERY POLITICAL ALEX

“A challenge only becomes an obstacle when you bow to 
it.”

@TORINGTINO
TORI | DREDGEN TOR



Horror is a popular genre 
in literature or film but it was 
under-represented in the VP 
community. The purpose of 
FridayVHS is to allow gamers, 
fans of this genre, to have a 
place to share their take on 
what is horrible, scary, creepy 
or gory.

FRIDAYVIRTUALHORRORSHOW

We want to show the 
variety of the Horror theme 
and demonstrate that it is 
possible to take good and 
beautiful photos despite the 
ugliness of the subject. After 
all it’s a good way to honor 
the memory of all those NPCs 
who died for the Art, isn’t it?

In the beginning FridayVHS 
was just a weekly event, a 
simple hashtag used on my 
account.

The creation of the 
dedicated account made 
it possible to expand the 
activity around this hashtag 
with monthly themes, it allows 
us to dive into the archives 
on Wednesdays etc... To see 
this community grow little by 
little, at its own pace, is really 
exciting. So I would say my 
best time has been since 
creating this account.

I would like to thank 
Patman Parkour for his help 
and support from the very 
beginning.

The Visual Moods Central 
was first founded on Twitter 
back in 2016 as an extension-
platform to share images 
and films from our group on 
Rockstar’s Social Club.

A place where virtual 
photography (snapmatic) 
and virtual filmmaking had 
been going on for years 
before that. But gradually 
the community account on 
twitter transformed into a 
place to support all virtual 
photographers capturing 
images from any type of 
game.

We also created 
#TheMoodChallenge, where 
everyone can participate by 
posting a photo (or image 
series, or video, etc) in a 
tweet, combined with a link 
to music the contributor feel 
suits the mood of the visual 
they have created.

VISUAL MOODS CENTRAL
@FridayVHS 
#FridayVHS 
 
Friday theme hosted on Twitter 
by @JimSambreville

@Visual_Moods 
#TheMoodChallenge 

 
On-Going theme hosted on Twitter by 

@Chy_Visual_Arts & @aizakkusan



Every Monday, kill your darlings by picking your ONE 
favorite capture you’ve taken the past week!

A Moment will be created to showcase everybody’s 
work.

PHOTOMODE
MONDAY

A little bit of art torture, humour and just bonding with 
gamers and VP artists, that’s the core of Wine Time Photo 
Rave. Just two sophisticated dames who love the vino, 
judging theme driven VP artwork then talking the hell out 
of it with artists.

Dames Duo Discussions means @MisthosLiving and 
@AmAzingDrLama bringing you the best in chaotic and 
art entertainment you can find for no money.

DAMES DUODISCUSSIONS
#PhotoModeMonday 
 
Weekly theme hosted on Twitter by 
@StefanieMcMaken & @photomodeaddict

@We_are_DDD 
 

Monthly themed challenge on Twitter with accompanying 
YouTube talk show by @MisthosLiving and @AmazingDrLama 
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NOTABLE EVENTS
Italy is the first European 

country to issue a 
nationwide lockdown and 

quarantine, followed by 
many other countries.

March 11th, the WHO 
declares the COVID-19 
outbreak a pandemic.

GAMING NEWS
Dan Houser left Rockstar 
Games. He has been co-
founder and lead writer.

Animal Crossing: New 
Horizons was released. A 
game that helped many 

people relax and stay 
happy during worldwide 

lockdowns.

DOOM Eternal released, 
a very rare occasion of a 
first-person shooter with a 

photomode.

As our world is so 
suddenly changing, 

fiction finally meets reality 
and players looked 

back at their so beloved 
games.

2020MARCH



Our goal really is to #VGPUnite.

To have all the lovely Virtual 
Photographers out there to feel safe 
and free to share their content, without 
judgment. To share and enjoy each 
other's work & appreciate it and all the 
creativity. To grow and learn.

Our main goal is to support, really. 
Projects may come and go, pop up 
when we think of something clever. 
#VGPWednesday - always! Cheers to 
those Wallpapers. But mostly, truly - to 
share and care.

Steffi @StefanieMcMacken 
Drew @DrewMTaylor 
Sam @CatsAndBolts 
Rosa @Rosapexa 
Jack @jckbrwn 
AnLima @OfClockworks 
Holly @LonglegLens 
Jannik @Darth_Jawa 
Matt @MdeavorVP 
Bianca @UltraVioletra

t$

#VGPunite

https://twitter.com/VGPnetwork
https://www.instagram.com/vgpnetwork/


“No matter how much you hate or how much you suffer, 
you can’t bring the dead back to life.” – Watsuki Nobuhiro

@VGP_OTAKU
AJ FAIRNOT

“So far everything is fine... But the important thing is not the 
fall. It’s the landing.” – La Haine

@JIMSAMBREVILLE
JIMMY SAMBREVILLE

“Moments are fleeting. To be grasped while you can. No 
two moments are the same, therefore there are no second 
chances, as time always moves on. But even if they pass you 
by, each moment has tiny impacts on who you become.”

@LONGLEGLENS
LONGLEG LENS

“Let’s flip the pages, to a brighter tomorrow. Pick up the pieces, let us lead, won’t you follow?”

@YOUJUSTGOTARFED
AARAF AFZAL

“Si vis pacem, para bellum - If you want peace, then 
prepare for war.”

@ILIASFEIZIDIS
IFZD

“I marvel at a dream that blooms from the sharpest thorns.”

@LEROMIR

WANDERER
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NOTABLE EVENTS
The Pentagon relases three 

videos of "unidentified 
aerial phenomena" 

encountered by Navy 
pilots.

EARTH DAY
With COVID-19 causing 

public health lockdowns 
around the world, Earth 
Day, the planet’s largest 
civic event, went entirely 

digital for the first time 
in its history. On every 

continent, in dozens of 
languages, humanity 

celebrated our shared 
home.

The turning-point of the 
year offered a wonderful 

occasion for Earth to 
regain some strength. 

With most of the world at 
home, wild animals are 
taking over streets and 
curiously knocking on 

doors.

2020APRIL



GamerGram exists for one simple purpose - to support the 
VP community.

We have exhibited your work at photography conventions 
such as The Photography Show at the NEC, Birmingham; we 
have championed the art of VP in publications such as Digital 
Camera World; and we continue to make connections in the 
gaming world to help drive our community forward.

Moving forward we want to provide a safe and progressive 
place for the Virtual Photography community to thrive. We 
strive to make Virtual Photography a mainstream art - where 
VPs are acknowledged by artists and devs alike, to do this we 
have some big plans for the future, unfortunately you'll have 
to stick around to find out. 

We've had an eventful year at #GamerGram. We've been 
@UbisoftQuebec fan of the month, being recognised for 
supporting the VP community by one of the worlds leading 
studios was a huge achievement for us. We've also launched 
our very own website, it's still in its infancy but we have some 
big plans to announce in the future.

This past years we've also been building up a strong team of 
fellow VP artists to run GamerGram, without these dedicated 
individuals we wouldn't have been able to do any of this.

#GamerGram
www.gamergramgg.com

Megan - @midnight.hyp3 
Joshua - @iridium_flair 
Jack - @virtualtourism 
Melita - @virtual.adventurer 
Yo - @scenicgames 
Harry - @megapixal.memories

t$

http://www.gamergramgg.com
https://twitter.com/GamerGram_GG
https://www.instagram.com/gamergram.gg/


“Its the not the destination, It’s the journey and the people 
we share it with.”

@ADAMBOMB2MK
ADAM PLUMB

“Life is an aimless drive that we take alone. Might as well 
enjoy the ride, take the long way home.”

@DAGNAMMIT86
CORY S

“Every place you have ever imagined, it’s real. Your mind is 
a world, and each of us is a place.”

@SNOY_80
SNOY

“A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not intent on 
arriving.”

@TRAVELLINGPADDY
PADDY J.

“You are where you need to be, just take a deep breath.”

@MISSMISTHIOS
 LUSS °

“Admiring the beauty in everything because soon I’ll lose 
my sight.”

@BEARDEDVFX
BEARDED VFX

“Capture a shadow, dance with the wind, stand in a 
rainbow, begin at the end.”

@JULES_VP_
JULIE

“Now we are free. I will see you again, but not yet. Not yet.”

@ROBLAMBERT8
ROB LAMBERT

“To give you hope and a future.”

@RELIENT_EGGS
RELIENT EGGS

“I feel empty, okay? I feel empty.”

@BARRYMK200
BARRYMK400



“Everyone is always on the go. They often forget the little 
things. I try my best not to forget.”

@WEISER_DREW
ANDREW WAYNE WEISER

“It is the journey and not the goal...that defines who we are.  
The journey is the story of our life.” – Drizzt Do’Urden

@S_G_GAMER
S_G_GAMER

“The past is your lesson, the present is your gift, the future is 
your motivation.”

@RORO52534693
RORO

“È già da molto che cammino al tuo fianco.”

@DOROTHYVMS
DOROTHY

“But he said to me, ‘My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.” 
– 2 Corinthians 12:9”

@DREWMTAYLOR

DREW M. TAYLOR
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NOTABLE EVENTS
A few weeks after one of 
the country’s worst mass 
shootings, Prime Minister 
Trudeau announced an 

assault rifle ban in Canada. 
The new rules make it illegal 
to make, sell, or purchase 
over 1,500 types of ARs.

First crewed flight of SpaceX 
Dragon2 starts from Cape 

Canaveral, Florida.

Cyclone Amphan 
hits eastern India and 

Bagladesh, killing 100 and 
evacuating more than 4 

million others.

Black Lifes Matter protests 
start with the killing of 

George Floyd on May 25.

GAMING NEWS
40th anniversay of Pac-Man.

With protests and disasters 
still going strong in the 

whole world and a 
pandemic on deck, 2020 
is officially the year of all 

dangers.

2020MAY



“Life is about the journey, not the destination.”

@CATCHMEGAMIN
EVEY

“Every bird that flies has the thread of the infinite in its claw.” 
– Victor Hugo

@MALLEY884
MALLEY

“To wander worlds we love is simply a blessing.”

@CHRIS25551
CHRIS B.

“You are an aperture through which the universe is looking 
at and exploring itself.” – Alan Watts

@CMDR_PLACYDE
PLACYDE

“Beyond the Shadow you settle for, there is a Miracle, 
Illuminated.”

@ELARA_TWEETS
ELARA

“You don’t take a photograph, you make it.” – Ansel Adams

@ECLIPSEDFANTASY
ECLIPSEFANTASY

“Capture what is important to you before it separates from 
you forever.”

@JOHNIZ0N_VP
JOHNIZON

“A great photograph is one that fully expresses what 
one feels, in the deepest sense, about what is being 
photographed.” – Ansel Adams

@PIXL_FRAMES
PIXL_FRAMES

“Swing of the greatest heights.”

@FHARIRI_ART
FARIS

“No man can win every battle, But no man should fall 
without a struggle.” – Spider-Man

@ABSTRAK_LOUHENA
LORENZO



We're stronger together than we are alone.

The VP community accounts united for a new event for the month of July 
to share their favorite black, asian, latinx, LGBTQIA+ or any other under-
represented groups of people in games.
Representation matters and it's been such a joy 
seeing the celebration of diversity in games this 
month, with #VPDiversity.

We'd like to thank you all for sharing your beautiful 
work with us and the community.

We're stronger when we stand together #VGPUnite



“Every Warrior, draws their Strength! From the highest source, of Love!”

@RAIDER_WARRIOR

CARMO FERNANDES
“We are always constantly looking towards satisfying our 
own desires. Never believe that anything is out of your 
reach, no matter how far it may seem.”

@IXION_VII
ADAM

“Curiouser and curiouser.”

@MARIKAMEW
KATH

“Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one 
only remembers to turn on the light.” –- Albus Dumbledore

@CHARLEYXEX
CHARLEY

“Helpful, Calm and Fun, all the things I will say.”

@WHIGFIELD78
WHIGFIELD

“It’s always in the eyes that we see if people are sad or 
happy. The stare, we can not make it up.”

@KRYSTINE_ART
KRYSTINE

“Technique and practice transform emotions into art.”

@XSBR18
XAVIER
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NOTABLE EVENTS
As Europe is waking up to the 
world again after two months 
of strict lockdown, Australia is 
closing once more, facing a 
second wave of Coronavirus, 

which will last four months 
and end with zero case in 

October.

GAMING NEWS
Most awaited post-

apocalyptic PlayStation 
title The Last of Us Part II is 

finally released after being 
postponed twice due to late 

post-prod and COVID.

Ready at Dawn (The Order: 
1886, God of War) was 

aquired by Oculus Studios.

Most popular event of the 
year E3 is the first to be 

canceled due to COVID 
situation.

Microsoft announced the 
closure of Mixer, redirecting 
users to Facebook Gaming.

A wave of #MeToo revelations 
hit the gaming industry, 

starting with popular Twitch 
streamers and leading up 
to CEOs, lead artists and 

directors of several studios 
and companies.

After five first deadly 
months due to multiple 

worldwide crisis, the 
gaming season is finally 

kicking in with many 
anticipated titles on 
all platforms, giving 

a breathing break to 
millions of players.

2020JUNE



 
After 6 years of development and two delayed release 
dates due to the 2020 worldwide COVID-19 situation, 
the most controversal Game of the Year finally hit 
PlayStation4  consoles.
 
To celebrate the release of the game, Virtual 
Photography Challenges page ran a monthly contest 
on Twitter: The Game of the Month. With over 500 
submissions, the page decided to feature four shots 
every day for a whole week, sorted out by categories 
such as environnement, animals and characters.

GamingByFrame’s winner shot has been chosen by 
Peter Reilly to win a Firefly pendant and keychain. 



“The key to change... is to let go of fear.” – Roseanne Cash

@BRADKIID977
CORNED BEEF BRAD

“A bond that can never be broken. #KingsOfShangriLa.”

@THEMARKPLUMB
MARK PLUMB

“Be greater.”

@NOTGARAV
GARAV

@NEOFULCRUM
NEO FULCRUM

“It was closest to death that I realized how much I long to 
live.”

@CASUALGAMECHICK
CASUAL GAMER CHICK

“There are wounds that never show on the body that are 
deeper and more hurtful than anything that bleeds.”

@STEF_GALLERY_
STEFFI

“Challenge Everything Around You.”

@SAROKEYE
SAROKEY

“Dreamers of the day are dangerous men, for they may act 
their dreams with open eyes, to make it possible.”

@AHMEDZAFAR99
AHMED ZAFAR

“All who wander are not lost.”

@BETWEENDPIXELS
LAUREN

“Now in your absence I wade Through the coursing, lonely, 
lost. And in this tragic dismay. I never could believe what I 
became.” – Coheed and Cambria

@ABDLSNFRVP
AI

“Through the darkness of future’s past, the magician longs 
to see. One chants out between two worlds… fire… walk 
with me.”

@HDIMIT11
.ICO

“It’s ok if you fall down, lose your spark. Just make sure when 
you get back up, You rise as the whole damn fire.”

@MISTHOSLIVING
MISTHOS LIVING

“If a problem is fixable, if a situation is such that you can do 
something about it, then there’s no need to worry. If it’s not 
fixable, then there’s no help in worrying. There’s no benefit 
in worrying whatsoever.”



"OUR PAGE IS YOUR STAGE"

We are an all inclusive Virtual Photography community 
with members from all over the world. 

We dedicate our time to supporting the community by giving 
them another stage to express their art, be this our social 
media feeds or the 1st Ever Free Monthly Digital Magazine 
that will always  be 100% free to the Virtual Photography 
community.

Our goal is to get you to know the Virtual Photographers 
behind the art work, so we ask for those we feature to give 
us a statement, where they can say anything they feel is right 
at the time, we think its a great way for other community 
members to connect to like minded individuals.

We held the #VRVPgallery comp where we tokenised and 
featured 10 VP's work in the virtual reality blockchain based 
world @SomniumSpace.

We are also pushing to make it possible for you the VP to 
sell your work as NFT (Non Fungible Tokens) and support your 
favourite developers at the same time.

#ThePhotoMode
www.thephotomode.com

Alex @AltRealityVP

t$

http://www.thephotomode.com
https://twitter.com/ThePhotoMode
https://www.instagram.com/thephotomode_/


This being our 1st issue of our 
digital VP mag we wanted to 
make it a special, so we’ve 
dedicated 20 pages of stunning 
captures from the newly 
released The Last Of Us Part2.

ISSUE #1
TPM ISSUE 2 contains 40 pages 
of beautiful community art, 
including 19 pages of Ghost Of 
Tsushima captures, interviews, 
reviews, photomode tips, and 
shots from the community.

ISSUE #2
TPM ISSUE 3 contains 50 pages 
of stunning community art, 
mainfold garden review by The 
Fourth Focus, interviews and 
news.

ISSUE #3

TPM ISSUE 4 contains 50 pages 
of stunning art from the Virtual 
Photography community.
Art of Rally review by The Fourth 
Focus, VP&ME with Virtualtourism 
and more.

ISSUE #4
This Halloween Special 
contains 60 pages of 
horror from the FridayVHS 
Virtual Photography page. 
Mortal Shell review by The Fourth 
Focus &  graphic novel Saint 
Denis A Killer Story pt2.

ISSUE #5
TPM ISSUE 6 contains 60 pages 
of stunning art from the Virtual 
Photography community. 
PlayStation 5 & XBOX Series S 
review by The Fourth Focus, 
VP&ME with MidnightHyp3 and 
more.

ISSUE #6

ALL ISSUES AVAILABLE ON THE 
PHOTOMODE MAGAZINE WEBSITE

W W W . T H E P H O T O M O D E . C O M

http://www.thephotomode.com


“Broken people are dangerous. They know they can 
survive.”

@ARISEN_GAMING
ARISEN GAMING

“一期一会” (ICHIGO ICHIE) 
“Treasure every meeting, for it will never recur.”

@KEM_ONO_MIMI
KEM ONO MIMI

“It is only when a man tames his own demons that he 
becomes the king of himself if not of the world.”  – Joseph 
Campbell

@LIGHTLYLAVENDER
VIOLET

“As you know, madness is like gravity…all it takes is a little 
push.” – The Joker

@ANDY_WETHERALL
DRAGON 78

“I wan’t to capture what left an impression on me, regardless 
if the game is AAA or smaller, 4k textures or low rez assets.”

@COMPUT_ART
COMPUTART

“Oh, the places you’ll go!” – Dr. Seuss

@THEWORLDSOF1

WORLDS OF GAMING
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NOTABLE EVENTS
Famous Italian film 

composer and award 
winner Ennio Morricone 

is gone.

In a flood of the 
Brahmaputra River in India 
and Nepal 189 people die 

and 4 milion
are left homeless.

NASA launches the Mars 
2020 rover mission.

A year after Notre-Dame 
de Paris accidentially burnt, 
another French cathedral in 

Nantes is criminally 
set on fire.

GAMING NEWS
Death Stranding is ported 
to PC and now features a 

PhotoMode.

Ghost of Tsushima is 
released.

Halfway through the year, 
Japan is in the spotlight.

2020JULY



#VPContext
www.evpdstudio.com/vpcontext

VPCONTEXT wants to establish a culture 
in Japan where the VP culture has 
not yet taken root, and support great 

photographers.

And we will connect you with great 
communities and photographers 
abroad.

Acting like a bridge to the international 
scene, VPContext is bringing to the 
community weekly challenges and 

features.

E / VP @ETW_RMX_VP 
Kem.ono.mimi @KEM_ono_MIMI 
JUN @Jun_kamo_ne

t

http://www.evpdstudio.com/vpcontext
https://twitter.com/vpcontext


Life has no limitations, except the ones you make...

Realize your potential. You’re capable of so much more!

@NYAG_VP

@NOTTHEBADTRUMP

NYAG

Once more into the fray... Into the last good fight I’ll ever 
know.  Live and die on this day... Live and die on this 
day... – The Grey

Greatness from small beginnings.

@MPPPHOTOGRAPHYN7

MATTHEW PEARCE
@ARCTICESSENCE
ARCTIC CHRISTOPHER TRUMP

@REDDEADPHOTOGR2

What’s the meaning of the scar, if we don’t know how 
to heal.

RED DEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

@SHINOBI_SPACE

Make it happen.

SHINOBI
@SVID_VP

It’s a world worth fighting for.

YURI ILIAEV

Sic Parvis Magna.

@DARKLINKN7
DARKLINK
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NOTABLE EVENTS
Marvel's Black Panther 

Chadwick Boseman dies at 
the age of 43.

Wrongly stored ammonium 
nitrate causes two deadly 

explosions at the port of Beirut, 
Lebanon. 220 people were 

killed, thousands injured and 
an estimate of 300000 made 

homeless.

Reelection of Alexander 
Lukashenko in Belarus sparked 
a series of political marches, 
as widespread allegations of 

electoral fraud became clear. 
Many opposing candidates 

were either arrested or forced 
into exile.

Russia approves the world's 
first COVID-19 vaccine after 
only very limited amount of 
testing on a small number of 

people. 

Africa is declared free
of wild polio.

A Japanese tanker stranded 
on a reef in Mauritius breaks 
in half spilling approximately 

1000 tonnes of oil into the 
ocean.

GAMING NEWS
Horizon Zero Dawn arrives on 
PC with remastered features.

With a world in the 
probably worst state ever, 
games and photography 

are now more than 
welcome and maybe the 
best way to wander free.

2020AUGUST



 
For three years, now, Aloy has been in the hearts of so many players 
around the world. The so beloved adventurer conquered new boundaries 
and finally met her PC players on Steam and Epic Games on August 7th 
and GOG on November 24th.
As the game celebrated its third anniversary in March, Guerrilla organized 
two major contests in March and October, granting the winners with 
beautiful prizes such as goodies and gear:

@YouSpoonyBardd
@LuckyLess11

@MindJackedJimmy
@AmAzingDrLama



“I’m a story being told.”

@CHRISTYNA_64
CHRISTYNA

“The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or 
even touched. They must be felt with the heart.” – Helen 
Keller

@KIMCHITRAVELER
JIN

“Start where you are, use what you have, do what you can.”

@HALFFASTGAMING
JEFF

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to 
live forever.” – Mahatma Ghandi

@CRIT3X_
TEX

“What we know is a drop. What we don’t know is an ocean.”

@ULYSSES_JACK16
CMDR ULYSSES JACK

“The only thing stopping you is yourself.”

@IBRAVEHEARTS_
BRAVEHEARTS

“There will always be people who don’t like you and to that 
I say f*ck them.”

@PEGI_PS
CHLOE

“I will not say:do not weep; for not all tears are an evil.” 
– J.R.R. Tolkien

@MNQH4XRZWDOGZL4
さきもん

“An arrow can only be shot by pulling it backward. So when 
life is dragging you back, it means it’s going to launch you 
into something great.”

@ADAMC_VP
ADAMC

“Life is all about balance. You don’t always need to be 
getting stuff done. Sometimes it’s perfectly ok, and absolutely 
necessary, to shut down, kick back, and do nothing.”

@NOVA1990
FLIBBLEY NOVA

@ITSYFP
ITSYFP



Based in Lancaster (UK), I am a virtual photographer / 
capture artist and sole proprietor of TheFourthFocus.com, 

a website that celebrates the wonderful art of video game 
design through the modern medium of virtual photography.

Despite not considering myself to be overly creative, I do 
have a love of imaging with an eye for detail and have 

been a self-taught amateur photographer for over 15 years. 
Also a life-long gamer with early memories of classic Atari 
and Amiga titles, my interests soon collided with a certain 
inevitability and common desire to capture beautiful & 
interesting images. In that regard my real world and virtual 
photography philosophies are no different.

Through TheFourthFocus, I hope to share my knowledge and 
experience through visual features, virtual photography 

guides and in-depth photo mode reviews that draw on 
my scientific background to help others learn and get the 
best out of their own creativity. I also aim to increase the 
recognition and appreciation for virtual photography within 
the game industry and have been proud to work closely with 
development studios such as Guerrilla Games, Sony XDev 
and Santa Monica Studio in the past.  

2020 has been memorable for many reasons but some of 
the best moments for me include being accepted to the 

PlayStation EU Media Portal as a recognised press outlet, a 
small but significant step for the growth of TheFourthFocus.
com, and the impressive success of Ghost of Tsushima with 
its innovative photo mode. A real indication of the rising 
popularity of the art of virtual photography that is certain to 
continue into the next generation.

www.thefourthfocus.com

Mik @TheFourthFocus

t$

http://www.thefourthfocus.com
https://twitter.com/TheFourthFocus
https://www.instagram.com/thefourthfocus/


S
ometimes considered niche 
and often misconceived, 
virtual photography and 

capture art have surged in 
popularity in recent years with 
consumer photo modes making 
the art form way more than the 
promotional tools from which 
they originate.

This year in particular, where it 
has not always been possible to 
go outdoors with a real camera, 
the virtual worlds of video games 
have allowed photographers 
from all backgrounds to feed 
their creative desires with almost 
limitless possibilities, uncovering a 
wealth of talent and producing 
truly inspiring images in the 
process.

It could even be said virtual 
photography is a purer art 
form than its reality-based 
counterpart; one that facilitates 
more convenient exploration of 
ideas with a greater focus on 
the artist’s expression within the 
image, but it certainly needs no 
justification from me. As we see 
development studios starting 
to promote their newest photo 
modes with dedicated trailers, 
and photography magazines 
running articles on the medium, 
2020 may just have been the real 
start of something much, much 
bigger.

– MIK

A WORD FROM...



“I am a landless man. I come out of the sunset and into the sunrise I go, wherever the Lord doth guide my feet. The dawn 
is not far away and I would not have it find me idle.” – Solomon Kane

@CITIZEN69105
CITIZEN

“When we are children we seldom think of the future. This innocence leaves us free to enjoy ourselves as few adults can. 
The day we fret about the future is the day we leave our childhood behind. I don’t ever want to grow up.” – Lost Boy 4 Life

@VIRTUALAPERTURE
SPACE COWBOY RISTO

“Deserve your dream.” – Octavio Paz

@REINEGAN_GG
REINEGANGG

“Don’t you dare go hollow.”

@THECOOKIEREBEL
COOKIE THE WANDERER
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NOTABLE EVENTS
Phosphine is detected in 

the atmosphere of Venus. 
It is known to be a strong 
predictor of microbial life.

The worldwide death toll 
for COVID-19 exceeds one 

million.

First debate between US 
Presidential candidates 
Donald Trump and Joe 

Biden held, widely criticized 
as chaotic and ill-tempered.

GAMING NEWS
An online-only version of 

PAX East was held

Microsoft buys ZeniMax 
Media, including Bethesda 
Softworks for 7.5 billion US 

dollars. This is said to be the 
biggest and most expensive 

takeover in the history of 
video games.

On the last straight line 
before the end of the 

year celebrations, most 
countries are now fearing 

a second wave of the 
pandemic. The world is on 
edge and desperately in 

need of a break.

2020SEPTEMBER



“It was written I should be loyal to the nightmare of my 
choice.” – Joseph Conrad

@AGTMORGANCREED
AGT. MORGAN

“It’s the choices that make us who we are, and we can 
always choose to do what’s right.”

@PETEYREILLY
PETER DENNIS REILLY

“...I will do it all over again.”

@CHALZ86
CHALZ86

“Please, God, make me a stone.”

@BRITTLEBONESBB
BRITTLE BONES BOBBIE

“Fear cuts deeper than swords.”

@FOOLOFATOOK88
PEREGRIN SPROOK

“As Above, So Below.”

@JADEVADER
JACK

“I can’t let you leave.”

@GSMIND89
GS MIND

“Happiness is a journey, not a destination.”

@VELVETAVEVP
VELVET AVENUE PHOTOGRAPHY

“Fun, colour, life, united communities. We brought a lot of 
people together on this day.”

@PHOT0DEN
PHOTODEN

“The cycle ends here. We must be better than this.”

@MOJOGAYMER
MOJO GAYMER

“Everything is beautiful to me, I always get easily distracted 
with beautiful things.”

@WIDOW_FAN
WIDOW FAN
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NOTABLE EVENTS
NASA Osiris-Rex spacecraft 

lands briefly on asteroid Bennu 
on a mission to collect the 
largest sample of dust from 

space since Apollo.
NASA announces there is 

more water on the Moon than 
previously thought, in sunlit as 

well as shadowed regions.

Several countries record 
more than 1 million cases of 

COVID-19.

Facing a second wave, 
France is the first European 
country to enter a new four 
weeks national lockdown, 

followed by England.

New DNA study of dogs 
suggests they were human's 
first domesticated animal, 

11,000 years ago at end of the 
Bronze Age.

GAMING NEWS
Watch Dogs Legion released. 

Smart Delivery and a free 
PS5 upgrade make it the first 
playable next gen optimised 

game.

CONTROL finally hits Steam for 
the first time with its Ultimate 

Edition.

With only a month to 
go before the releases 
of Xbox Series X/S and 

PlayStation 5, players are 
on the starting blocks for 

a new era of gaming.

2020OCTOBER



I never had any thoughts of doing this until I saw how the 
small accounts were being treated that is why I created 
it.

I love interacting with the community I love seeing 
people taking part in events and other themes. 

I always try my best to show love to those who just started 
out in the VP community and those below 500.

Virtual Photography Gamers was created for like-
minded Gamers, who share the joy of Photography and 
Video Games in a combined fashion known as Virtual 
Photography.

VIRTUALPHOTOGRAPHY
GAMERS

ARTIST OFSOCIETY
@vpgamers_ 

#vpgamers 
 

Created by @HorizontalFrame

@ArtistSociet 
#ArtisticofSociety 
 
Created by @KadeemYoung_



“Crime is common. Logic is rare.” – Sherlock Holmes

@AMAZINGDRLAMA
DR. AMA LAMA

“Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as six impossible 
things before breakfast.”

@KILLEDSETH
SETH

“Choose your own way. Do not follow me, or anyone else.” 
– Ezio Auditore da Firenze

@AMRASFALASSION
AMRAS

“We are, without doubt, broken people living with other 
broken people in a broken world.” – Tullian Tchividjian

@DYSTOPIANCATS
DYSTOPIAN SERENITY

“It weren’t us who changed.” – Arthur Morgan

@VPBANKSY
SPOOKY COWBOY

“We make the world what it is, by what we do. All of us.”

@VIKINGDAD278
KEVIN

“Do not go gentle into that good night, Old age should burn 
and rave at close of day; Rage, rage against the dying of 
the light.” – Dylan Thomas

@MOSTLYVP
MOSTLY HARMLESS VP

“Fall seven times and stand up eight.”

@POACHIIN
POACHII

“Don’t gain the world and lose your soul, wisdom is better 
than silver and gold.” – Bob Marley.

@XXPAGZXX
PAIGE

“History is a two-sided coin - The one side possesses 
knowledge of cultures, religions, architecture, natural 
wonder and innovative achievements. The other side 
possesses knowledge of war, destruction, hate and death. 
If one does not acknowledge both sides, they’re doomed 
to repeat it.”

@FOXKNOWLEDGE
THE COLLECTOR



SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER 
Eidos Montréal / Square Enix 
2018
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NOTABLE EVENTS
The American presidental 
election takes place on 

5th November. Joe Biden is 
elected 46th president of the 

United States with Kamala 
Harris as first female, Black 
and Asian American vice 

president.

Pfizer and BioNTech announce 
their COVID-19 vaccine is the 

first to successfully enter a 
phase III trial stage. Two weeks 
later the trials are completed 

with a confirmed effectiveness
of 95%.

GAMING NEWS
The next generation of 

consoles is released with 
Microsoft's Xbox Series X and 
S taking the lead followed by 

Sony's PlayStation5.
This new generation also 

sees additions to the Virtual 
Photography sphere with 

Assassin's Creed Valhalla and 
Marvel's Spider-Man:

Miles Morales.

Two years after being 
announced and suffering 
delayed date at its turn 
due to COVID, Blizzard 
Entertainement is finally 

releasing its new World of 
Warcraft extension, set in 

the realm of the deads: the 
Shadowlands.

The next generation of 
consoles is finally here 

with the last most wanted 
games of the year.

2020NOVEMBER



THE LAST OF US PART II 
Naughty Dog 
2020



“Sometimes, being in the light is 
assuring but at times, the dark can 
complement the light equally.”

@ARIFU_KA
IT’S A YELLOW

“You don’t take a photograph. You 
ask quietly to borrow it.”

@WALLCROUTON
JEANS

“When you’re lost in darkness, search 
for the light.”

@STEVENOQUENDO2
S. O. PADILLA

“Don’t let yesterday take up too much 
of today”

@SPIGGY_SMALLS
SPIGGY

“Pour moi, la vie n’est qu’un long 
sanglot; Mon cœur éclate, la mort est 
mon lot...” – Jack Skellington

@LA__SPHINX
LA SPHINX

“This world so endless blue.”

@SOULSURRENDER
SOULSURRENDER

“Don’t fear failure. Not failure, but low 
aim, is the crime. In great attempts it is 
glorious even to fail.”

@SECTION_23
SYLAR

“I’m busy mending broken pieces of 
the life I had before.”

@ALWAYSSTIJN
STIJN

“My whole life, all I ever did was fight.”

@JMPHOTO1899
J&M PHOTOGRAPHY

“Nobody looks good in their darkest 
hours. But it’s those hours that make us 
what we are.”

@MINDJACKEDJIMMY
JIMMY

“Floating around in life, heading to the 
light, where the darkness cannot hurt 
you anymore.”

@GEEKNAMEDMIKE
MIKE

“I like taking portraits.”

@SPARBUCK47
SPARBUCK



I’m all about positivity. The internet can be a negative 
place full of negative people, but the VP community 
really is a healthy place to share the art form we all love. 

When I can I take new captures to share with the 
community and take every opportunity to help other VPs 
grow.

HUMAN SPARKSGAMES
@HUMANSPARKGAMES

Welcome to the Virtual Photography Booth. A place for 
the whole VP community to share and connect.

VIRTUALPHOTOGRAPHYBOOTH
@VPBooth 

Created by @OllieNorris



“L’humour, c’est le tranchant de 
l’intelligence.” – Jean Dutourd

@YGGRAZILLA
YGGY

“The light shines in darkness, and 
darkness has not overcome it.”

@PRETTOMAERON
REDMIGHT18

“The only thing constant in life is 
change.”

@JAELLE_G
JAELLE

“Endure and Survive.”

@LEGENDARYGAYMER
LENGEDARY GAYMER

“There is no going back from this now.”

@SHYAMI_COURTNEY
CRAZY FANGIRL REVIEW

“Above all, no matter how many times 
you get hit, can you get back up?”

@BADGAMERELITE
BAD GAMER ELITE

“You only live once.”

@ETW_RMX_VP
ELI THE WALKER

“And through the gas came a 
monstrous man, clad in steel & without 
fear.”

@CARPO_SCO
CARPO

“Those who save often, are often 
saved.”

@TIMELOOPPLAYS
TIMELOOP PLAYS

“Life is short and pleasures few and 
holed the ship and drowned the crew 
But o! But o! How very blue the sea is.” 
– Clive Barker

@CALLMEDESTRY
THE SPOON BENDER

“I alone cannot change the world, but 
I can cast a stone across the waters to 
create many ripples.” – Mother Teresa

@ALTREALITYVP
I’M LIKΞ MARMITΞ
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NOTABLE EVENTS
Pfizer's vaccine is approved 
in the United Kingdom on 

December 2, making it the first 
country to officially start mass 

vaccinations with a fully tested 
vaccine on December 8. The 
US and Canada follow this on 

December 14.

Mass vaccinations in Russia 
start on December 5 using 

their own Sputnik V vaccine.

The United Kingdom officially 
leaves the European Union on 

December 31.

GAMING NEWS
The last most anticipated 

game of the year, Cyberpunk 
2077, is finally released. It 

is however overshadowed 
by mass reports of bad 
optimization and bugs, 
especially on last gen 

consoles, (concluding in 
a withdraw from sale on 
PlayStation Network until 

further notice).

Award season opens with The 
Game Awards Live worldwide, 
followed by the Steam Awards 
nominees and the PlayStation 

Blog Game of the Year 
celebration.

December is here and 
it’s time to celebrate the 
best games of the year, 

whether it’s on old or new 
consoles, on mobile or on 

PC.

2020DECEMBER



“Oh no, not again.”

@AAVERYSTILLS
A AVERY STILLS

“Everyone you meet is fighting a battle 
you know nothing about. Be kind. 
Always.” – Brad Meltzer

@IWALK0NLEGOS
ι ωαℓк 0η ℓєgσѕ

“Oh? You’re Approaching Me?” – JoJo

@ORBIS_VP
ROMAN

“Individually, we are one drop. 
Together, we are an ocean.” 
– Ryunosuke Akutagawa

@DPDWARF
DP DWARF

“Our presence and the universe 
we reside in, is all one giant, cosmic 
serendipitous occurrence. Close your 
eyes, take a deep breath and enjoy 
your extremely unlikely existence.”

@PHOTOMODEADDICT
PHOTOMODE ADDICT

“A spider allured and ensnared in a 
mesmerising web of its own making.”

@WRECKSYBOI
REX LUCINA

“Being a great artist comes 
responsibility.”

@JAAIYEDEE
JAYD GREEN

She’s been to the darkness of hell, 
endured the most desolate times, 
and has been made strong through 
endurance. Now she walks with 
fearlessness of a wolf, the bravery 
of the lion, and the fearlessness of a 
dragon.”

@AMIANAN_NIRAGUB
ALLISON

“We are each our own devil, and we 
make this world our hell.”

@DOAFOREVER
PRISMATIC BUTTERFLY

“The perfect blossom is a rare thing. 
You could spend your life looking for 
one, and it would not be a wasted 
life.” – The Last Samurai

@APPLEVGP
APPLEπ

“A hero’s just someone who doesn’t 
give up. Your dad said that. He was 
right. Now it’s your turn. Go be a hero, 
Miles.”

@MAURO_CELENTANO
MAURO CELENTANO

“I like taking portraits.”

@DAVES_VP
FURION





MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN 
Insomniac Games 

2018

And Miles to go
before we sleep.



Whether they were released on PlayStation, Xbox, Nintendo, PC or 
mobile.

WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT ITALL YEAR LONG

One thing for sure this year, we 
fought our way to play some of 
the most anticipated games such 
as THE LAST OF US PART II, GHOST 
OF TSUSHIMA or CYBERPUNK 
2077. If 2020 had a significative 
agenda for the game industry, 
none has been spared by the 
worldwide situation.

But then, even when delayed, all 
games that were announced for 
this year eventually came out, 
one way or another. We can 
certainly salute all developers 
and publishers for working in the 
most unsual and challenging 
conditions.

This year, we also welcomed 
the renew of older titles such as 
HORIZON ZERO DAWN coming 
to PC in its ultimate edition or 
the photomode implemented in 
DEATH STRANDING PC version.

And with all this, we finally 
entered the next generation 
of consoles with the very much 
awaited release of both XBOX 
SERIES S/X and PLAYSTATION5.

What was YOUR 2020 game?

AN UNUSUAL YEAR IN THE GAMING INDUSTRY.
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The Last Of Us Part II - 2020



From legendary game creator 
Hideo Kojima comes an all-
new, genre-defying open 
world action adventure for 
PS4, starring Norman Reedus, 
Mads Mikkelsen, Léa Seydoux 
and Lindsay Wagner.

In the near future, mysterious 
explosions have rocked the 
globe, setting off a series of 
supernatural events known 
as the Death Stranding. 
With otherworldly creatures 
plaguing the landscape, and 
mass extinction imminent, 
it’s up to Sam Porter Bridges 
to travel across the ravaged 
wasteland and save humanity 
from impending annihilation. 

DEVELOPER RELEASES
November 8th 2019 (PS4)
July 14th 2020 (PC)

PUBLISHERS
Sony Interactive Entertainment
505 Games

Kojima Productions

Tomorrow is in your hands.

DEATH STRANDING

After a secretive agency in 
New York is invaded by an 
otherworldly threat, take on the 
role of Jesse Faden (Courtney 
Hope), the building’s new 
Director, and fight to regain 
control of the situation.

Explore a vast concrete 
skyscraper known as ‘The 
Oldest House’ with your 
trusty Service Weapon, a 
supernatural shape-shifting 
sidearm, in hand. This vast, 
ever-shifting environment is 
far bigger on the inside that 
its exterior would suggest, and 
filled with far deeper secrets.

DEVELOPER RELEASES
August 27th 2019
October 28th 2020 (Ultimate Edition)

PUBLISHER
505 GamesRemedy Entertainement

Stay in the light.

CONTROL
ULTIMATE EDITION



Relive the events of Warcraft 
III: Reign of Chaos and The 
Frozen Throne. Command 
mysterious night elves, insidious 
undead, savage orcs, and 
noble humans as alliances shift 
and cultures clash in ruthless 
conflict.

Humans, orcs, and night elves 
must stand together against 
the Burning Legion and their 
armies of undead. Witness the 
tragedy of Arthas Menethil 
and the redemption of the 
Horde in this sprawling chapter 
of Warcraft’s epic history.

Aid the Sentinels in their quest 
to stop Illidan, lead the blood 
elves to Outland in search of 
salvation, ascend the Frozen 
Throne, and help Thrall carve 
out a new homeland for orcs 
in Durotar.

DEVELOPER RELEASES
January 28th 2020

PUBLISHER
Blizzard EntertainementBlizzard Entertainement

Shape the fate of Warcraft’s world

WARCRAFT III
REFORGED

The veil between life and 
death is no more.

With a single act of destruction, 
Sylvanas Windrunner has 
ripped open the way to the 
afterlife. Azeroth’s staunchest 
defenders have been 
dragged into all-consuming 
darkness. An ancient force of 
death threatens to break its 
bonds and unravel reality.
Hidden realms of wonder and 
horror await any who would 
pass to the other side. The 
Shadowlands is home to an 
entire realm of the departed; 
it is a world between worlds 
whose delicate balance 
preserves life and death itself.
As one of Azeroth’s greatest 
champions, you have been 
granted the power to cross 
over in body and soul. Now you 
must investigate a conspiracy 
to unmake the cosmos, and 
help Warcraft legends journey 
back... or fulfill their ultimate 
destiny.

DEVELOPER RELEASE
November 23/24th 2020

PUBLISHER
Blizzard EntertainementBlizzard Entertainement

Brave the Beyond.

WORLD OF WARCRAFT
SHADOWLANDS



GAME OF THE YEAR
The Last of Us Part II – Naughty Dog
Animal Crossing: New Horizons – Nintendo
Doom Eternal – id Software
Final Fantasy VII Remake – Square Enix
Ghost of Tsushima – Sucker Punch
Hades – Supergiant Games

GAME DIRECTION
The Last of Us Part II – Naughty Dog
Final Fantasy VII Remake – Square Enix
Ghost of Tsushima – Sucker Punch
Hades – Supergiant Games
Half-Life Alyx – Valve
MOST ANTICIPATED GAME
Elden Ring – From Software/Bandai Namco
Halo Infinite – 343/Xbox Game Studios
Horizon Forbidden West – Guerrilla Games/SIE
God of War Sequel – SIE Santa Monica/SIE
Resident Evil Village – Capcom
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 
Sequel – Nintendo
NARRATIVE
The Last of Us Part II
13 Sentinels: Aegis Rim
Final Fantasy VII Remake
Ghost of Tsushima
Hades
ART DIRECTION
Ghost of Tsushima
Final Fantasy VII Remake
Hades
Ori and the Will of the Wisps
The Last of Us Part II

SCORE AND MUSIC
Final Fantasy VII Remake
Doom Eternal
Hades
Ori and the Will of the Wisps
The Last of Us Part II
AUDIO DESIGN
The Last of Us Part II
Doom Eternal
Half-Life: Alyx
Ghost of Tsushima
Resident Evil 3
PERFORMANCE
Laura Bailey – Abby, The Last of Us Part II
Ashley Johnson – Ellie, The Last of Us Part II
Daisuke Tsuji – Jin, Ghost of Tsushima
Logan Cunningham – Hades, Hades
Nadji Jeterm – Miles Morales, Marvel’s Spider-
Man: Miles Morales
GAMES FOR IMPACT
Tell Me Why
If Found…
Kentucky Route Zero: TV Edition
Spiritfarer
Through Darkest of Times

ON-GOING GAME
No Man’s Sky
Apex Legends
Destiny 2
Call of Duty: Warzone
Fortnite
INDIE GAME
Hades
Carrion
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Spelunky 2
Spiritfarer

DEBUT INDIE GAME
Phasmophobia
Carrion
Mortal Shell
Raji: An Acient Epic
Roki
MOBILE GAME
Among Us
Call of Duty Mobile
Genshin Impact
Legends of Runeterra
Pokémon Cafe Mix
COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Apex Legends
Destiny 2
Fortnite
No Man’s Sky
Valorant

VR / AR GAME
Half-Life: Alyx
Dreams
Marvel’s Iron Man VR
Star Wars: Squadrons
The Walking Dead: Saints & Sinners
INNOVATION IN ACCESSIBILITY
The Last of Us Part II
Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
Grounded
Hyperdot
Watch Dogs Legion
ACTION GAME
Hades
Doom Eternal
Half-Life: Alyx
Nioh 2
Streets of Rage 4
ACTION/ADVENTURE GAME
The Last of Us Part II
Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
Ghost of Tsushima
Marvel’s Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Ori and the Will of the Wisps
Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order

RPG
Final Fantasy VII Remake
Genshin Impact
Persona 5 Royal
Wasteland 3
Yakuza: Like a Dragon

FIGHTING GAME
Mortal Kombat 11 Ultimate
Granblue Fantasy: Versus
Street Fighter V: Champion Edition
One Punch Man: A Hero Nobody Knows
Under Night In-Birth
Under Night In-Birth Exe:Late[cl-r]

FAMILY GAME
Animal Crossing: New Horizons
Crash Bandicoot 4: It’s About Time
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Mario Kart Live: Home Circuit
Minecraft Dungeons
Paper Mario: The Origami King

SIM/STRATEGY GAME
Microsoft Flight Simulator
Crusader Kings 3
Desperados 3
Gears Tactics
XCOM: Chimera Squad#

SPORTS/RACING GAME
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 1+2
Dirt 5
F1 2020
FIFA 21
NBA 2K21
MULTIPLAYER GAME
Among Us
Animal Crossing: New Horizons
Call of Duty: Warzone
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Valorant
CONTENT CREATOR OF THE YEAR
Valkyrae
Alanah Pearce
Jay Ann Lopez
Nickmercs
TimTheTatman
ESPORTS ATHLETE
Heo “Showmaker” Su
Ian “Crimsix” Porter
Kim “Canyon” Geon-Bu
Anthony “Shotzzy” Cuevas-Castro
Matthieu “Zywoo” Herbaut
ESPORTS COACH
Danny “Zonic” Sorensen
Dae-Hee “Crusty” Park
Fabian “Grabbz” Lohmann
Lee “Zefa” Jae-Min
Raymond “Rambo” Lussier
ESPORTS EVENT
League of Legends World Championship 2020
Blast Premier: Spring 2020 European Finals
Call of Duty League Championship 2020
IEM Katowice 2020
Overwatch League Grand Finals 2020
ESPORTS GAME
League of Legends
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive
Fortnite
Valorant
ESPORTS HOST
Eefje “Sjokz” Depoortere
Alex “Goldenboy” Mendez
Alex “Machine” Richardson
James “Dash” Patterson
Jorien “Sheever” Van der Heijden
ESPORTS TEAM
G2 Esports
Damwon Gaming
Dallas Empire
San Francisco Shock
Team Secret

2020 WINNERS



Mortal Shell is a deep action-
RPG that tests your sanity 
and resilience in a shattered 
world. As the remains of 
humanity wither and rot, 
zealous foes fester in the ruins. 
They spare no mercy, with 
survival demanding superior 
awareness, precision and 
instincts. Track down hidden 
sanctums of devout followers 
and discover your true 
purpose.

There, in Mortal Shell’s shattered 
and hollow grounds, you 
must overcome formidable 
foes and harvest the sacred 
glands. However, you won’t 
be truly alone in your journey, 
since the dead that you come 
across and those bodies that 
are scattered across the 
land are the remnants of lost 
warriors where you, as an 
empty vessel, will be able to 
inhabit and gain their unique 
abilities and knowledge, and 
mastery of weapons and 
combat.

DEVELOPER RELEASE
August 18th 2020
2021 (Steam)

PUBLISHER
PlaystackCold Symmetry

Possess Lost Warriors.

MORTAL SHELL

In the late 13th century, the 
Mongol empire has laid waste 
to entire nations along their 
campaign to conquer the 
East. Tsushima Island is all that 
stands between mainland 
Japan and a massive Mongol 
invasion fleet led by the 
ruthless and cunning general, 
Khotun Khan.

As the island burns in the wake 
of the first wave of the Mongol 
assault, samurai warrior Jin 
Sakai stands as one of the 
last surviving members of his 
clan. He is resolved to do 
whatever it takes, at any cost, 
to protect his people and 
reclaim his home. He must set 
aside the traditions that have 
shaped him as a warrior to 
forge a new path, the path 
of the Ghost, and wage an 
unconventional war for the 
freedom of Tsushima.

DEVELOPER RELEASE
July 17th 2020 (PS4)

PUBLISHER
Sony Interactive EntertainmentSucker Punch Productions

A storm is coming.

GHOST OF
TSUSHIMA



GAME NARRATIVE
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Final Fantasy VII Remake

USE OF DUALSENSE
Astro's Playroom
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War
Demon's Souls

ACCESSIBILITY FEATURES
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Assassin's Creed Valhalla

GRAPHICAL SHOWCASE
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Demon's Souls

ART DIRECTION
Ghost of Tsushima
The Last of Us Part II
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Final Fantasy VII Remake

SOUNDTRACK
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Final Fantasy VII Remake

SOUND DESIGN
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War
Demon's Souls

MULTIPLAYER
Call of Duty: Warzone
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War
Ghost of Tsushima Legends

With over 2.5 million votes across 17 categories, it's PS Blog's biggest 
Game of the Year celebration yet.

SPORTS GAME
Tony Hawk’s Pro-Skater 1 & 2
FIFA 21
NBA 2k21
Dirt 5

NEW CHARACTER
Miles Morales (Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales)
Jin Sakai (Ghost of Tsushima)
Abby (The Last of Us Part II)
Eivor (Assassin's Creed Valhalla)

INDEPENDENT GAME
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
Bugsnax
Worms Rumble
Skater XL

GAMING MOMENT OF THE YEAR
Final Showdown (The Last of Us Part II)
Horseback title sequence (Ghost of Tsushima)
The bridge sequence (Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales)
Experiencing haptics and adaptive triggers for the first time (Astro’s Playroom)

VR EXPERIENCE
Star Wars Squadrons
Marvel's Iron Man VR
Dreams
The Walking Dead: Saints and Sinners

PS4 GAME OF THE YEAR
The Last of Us Part II
Ghost of Tsushima
Final Fantasy VII Remake
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales

PS5 GAME OF THE YEAR
Marvel's Spider-Man: Miles Morales
Demon's Souls
Assassin's Creed Valhalla
Astro's Playroom

MOST ANTICIPATED GAME
New God of War Title
Horizon Forbidden West
Resident Evil Village
Final Fantasy XVI

STUDIO OF THE YEAR
Naughty Dog
Insomniac Games
Sucker Punch
Square Enix



Jill Valentine is one of the last 
remaining people in Raccoon 
City to witness the atrocities 
Umbrella performed. To stop 
her, Umbrella unleashes their 
ultimate secret weapon: 
Nemesis!

Also includes Resident Evil 
Resistance, a new 1 vs 4 online 
multiplayer game set in the 
Resident Evil universe.

DEVELOPER RELEASES
April 3rd 2020

PUBLISHER
CapcomCapcom

Umbrella unleashes their ultimate weapon.

RESIDENT EVIL 3:
NEMESIS REMAKE

Build a resistance from virtually 
anyone you see as you hack, 
infiltrate, and fight to take 
back a near-future London 
that is facing its downfall.

Recruit and play as anyone 
in the city. Everyone you 
see has a unique backstory, 
personality, and skill set.
Hack armed drones, deploy 
spider-bots, and take down 
enemies using an Augmented 
Reality Cloak.

Explore a massive urban open 
world featuring London’s 
many iconic landmarks and 
fun side activities.

Take your recruits online and 
team up with your friends 
as you complete missions 
and challenging endgame 
content.

DEVELOPER RELEASES
October 29th 2020
November 12th (PS4/PS5)

PUBLISHER
UbisoftUbisoft Toronto

Welcome to the Resistance.

WATCH DOGS
LEGION



GAME OF THE YEAR
Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice
Resident Evil 2
Star Wars: Jedi Fallen Order
Destiny 2
Devil May Cry 5
VR GAME OF THE YEAR
Beat Saber
Blade & Sorcery
GORN
Borderlands 2 VR
Five Nights at Freddy's: Help Wanted

LABOR OF LOVE
Grand Theft Auto V
Warfame
Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege
Counter Strike: Global Offensive
DOTA 2

BETTER WITH FRIENDS
DayZ
Risk of Rain 2
DOTA Underlords
Age of Empires II
Ring of Elysium

MOST INNOVATIVE GAMEPLAY
My Friend Pedro
Baba is You
Slay the Spire
Oxygen not Included
Planet Zoo
OUTSTANDING STORY-RICH GAME
A Plague Tale: Innocence
Disco Elysium
Farcry New Dawn
Gears 5
GreedFall

BEST GAME YOU SUCK AT
Mortal Kombat II
MORDHAU
CODEVEIN
Hunt: Showdown
Remnant: From the Ashes

OUTSTANDING VISUAL STYLE
GRIS
Total War: THREE KINGDOMS
Astroneer
Katana ZERO
Subnautica: Below Zero

WINNERS

SIT BACK AND RELAX AWARD
The Sims 4
Microsoft Flight Simulator
Satisfactory
Untitled Goose Game
Factorio

SOUNDTRACK
DOOM Eternal
HALO: The Master Chief Collection
Helltaker
Need For Spee: Heat
Persona 4 Golden

OUTSTANDING STORY-RICH GAME
Red Dead Redemption II
Detroit: Become HUman
MAFIA: Definitive Edition
Metro Exodus
Horizon: Zero Dawn

GAME YOU SUCK AT
Apex Legends
Crusader Kings III
Ghostrunner
EA SPORTS FIFA 21
GTFO

OUTSTANDING VISUAL STYLE
Ori and the Will of Wisps
Battelfield V
There is No Game: Jam Edition 2015
Marvel's Avengers
Black Mesa

MOST INNOVATIVE GAMEPLAY
Death Stranding
Control
Superliminal
Noita
Teardown

ALL WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON
January 3rd 2021 @ 10AM Los Angeles / 6PM London & January 4th 2021 @ 3AM Tokyo

BETTER WITH FRIENDS
Fall Guys
Sea of Thieves
Borderlands 3
Deep Rock Galactic
Risk and Rain 2

LABOR OF LOVE
Counter Strike: Global Offensive
Among Us
Terraria
The Witcher III: Wild Hunt
No Man's Sky

GAME OF THE YEAR
Red Dead Redemption II
Hades
Doom Eternal
Fall Guys
Death Stranding

VR GAME OF THE YEAR
Half-Life: Alyx
Phasmophobia
The Room VR: A Dark Matter
Thief Simulator VR
STAR WARS: Squadrons



Marvel’s Avengers is an epic, 
third-person, action-adventure 
game that combines an 
original, cinematic story 
with single-player and co-
operative gameplay.

Assemble into a team of 
up to four players online, 
master extraordinary abilities, 
customize a growing roster of 
Heroes, and defend the Earth 
from escalating threats.

In a future with Super Heroes 
outlawed, a young Kamala 
Khan must reassemble the 
Avengers to stop AIM. Marvel’s 
Avengers continues the epic 
journey with new Heroes and 
new narrative delivered on an 
ongoing basis, for the definitive 
Avengers gaming experience.

DEVELOPERS RELEASES
September 4th 2020

PUBLISHER
Square EnixCrystal Dynamics 

Eidos-Montréal 
Crystal Northwest
Nixxes Software

Assemble!

MARVEL’S AVENGERS

In the latest adventure in the 
Marvel’s Spider-Man universe, 
teenager Miles Morales is 
adjusting to his new home 
while following in the footsteps 
of his mentor, Peter Parker, as 
a new Spider-Man.

But when a fierce power 
struggle threatens to destroy 
his new home, the aspiring 
hero realizes that with great 
power, there must also come 
great responsibility. To save 
all of Marvel’s New York, Miles 
must take up the mantle of 
Spider-Man and own it.

DEVELOPER RELEASE
November 12th 2020

PUBLISHER
Sony Interactive EntertainmentInsomniac Games

Be greater. Be yourself.

MARVEL’S
SPIDER-MAN

MILES MORALES



Become a legendary Viking 
warrior raised on tales of battle 
and glory. Raid your enemies, 
grow your settlement, and 
build your political power in 
the quest to earn a place 
among the gods in Valhalla.

Advanced RPG mechanics 
allow you to shape the growth 
of your character and influence 
the world around you. With 
every choice you make, from 
political alliances and combat 
strategy to dialogue and gear 
progression, you will carve 
your own path to glory.

Construct and upgrade 
buildings that allow for deep 
customization, including a 
barracks, blacksmith, tattoo 
parlour and more. Recruit 
new members to your clan 
and personalise your Viking 
experience.

DEVELOPER RELEASES
November 10th 2020

PUBLISHER
UbisoftUbisoft Montréal

For Odin!

ASSASSIN’S CREED
VALHALLA

Cyberpunk 2077 is an open-
world action-adventure from 
the creators of The Witcher 3: 
Wild Hunt, CD Projekt Red.

Set in Night City, a megalopolis 
obsessed with power, glamour 
and body modification, you 
play as V, a mercenary outlaw 
going after a one-of-a-kind 
implant that is the key to 
immortality.

Customise your character’s 
cyberware, skillset and 
playstyle, and explore a vast 
city where the choices you 
make shape the story and the 
world around you.

DEVELOPER RELEASE
December 10th 2020

PUBLISHER
CD ProjektCD Projekt Red

The Night City.

CYBERPUNK 2077
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2020THANK YOU
All year long, they supported our community by 
sharing and caring. We would like to shout a big 
thank you to some of the most devoted actors 
among the Virtual Photography world.

Present from January to December, they 
spread nothing but love and positivity through 
comments, retweets and features. Either in the 
shadows or in the lights, they have worked all 
year for the community.

That is why we - as a page and as individuals - 
decided to dedicate each of them a double 

page featuring their very own favorite shots and 
quotes as a symbol of our recognition and for 
them to know we highly appreciate their efforts.

We also have a special message. Because she 
showed nothing but support despite dealing 
with her own 2020, because she always looked 
out for us.

So, from us. To you.
THANK YOU.



ASSASSIN’S CREED ODYSSEY 
Ubisoft 
2018

"In a world where you can 
be anything, be kind.

S t e f f i  S y n d r o m e
@ S t e p h a n i e M c M a k e n



MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN: MILES MORALES 
Insomniac Games 
2020

" Your life will get better 
when you realize it’s better 
to be alone than to chase 

people who don’t really 
care about you.

L i l  W o l f i e
@ K a d e e m Y o u n g _



HORIZON ZERO DAWN 
Guerrilla 
2017

"It takes a strong heart to be 
kind and show compassion. 
Be someone’s hero.

-   C a r i
@ R r e e C a r



GHOST OF TSUSHIMA 
Sucker Punch Productions / Sony Interactive 
2020

" Let this remind you why 
you once feared the dark.

M i d o r i  T a n a k a
@ M i d o r i T a n a k a 4



"MisthosLiving is a person, that just wants to watch things burn..
..then pour wax on it and make it art.
She’s a great person to shoot the shit with.. 
..at each other, others or the world.
You’re my favourite..
..design nerd.

ASSASSIN’S CREED ODYSSEY 
Ubisoft 

2018

-   A m a



NO MAN’S SKY 
Hello Games 
2016



This year was something else, with 
many challenges & sacrifices but 
I’m proud of everyone who made 
it through because that alone is 
already a wonder & I wish everyone 
that we soon will have a new normal 
& that y’all get what you want from 
life.

–  Peter

MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN: MILES MORALES 
Insomniac Games 

2020



I’ve never been cool enough to be 
part of a clique or popular in any way..

..but it seems I am just cool enough to 
be part of a congregation of random 
people with common interest in maybe 
the best pastimes in existence – art and 
games.

Sharing and receiving inspiration from 
all over the world in several different 
disciplines is what makes this virtual 
photography adventure special for me.

One last message.. 

..get the duck vaccinated!

– Ama

STAR WARS JEDI: FALLEN ORDER 
Respawn Entertainment 

2019



This year, I have been gifted with an 
entire community. New purpose. New 
wonderful friends. And new obstacles 
to overcome to be stronger. I've been 
reminded of who I am and why I am, 
where I am from and where I am going.

I have this thing on my arm for a few 
years, now. A tatoo. It says: "There are 
no enemies, only future allies." written 
in Arabic. It's actually a quote from the 
unwellknown controversal Canadian 
movie "Afghan Luke". 2020 has been 
less awful to me than 2019 yet again, 
living by this creed still have been some 
kind of stunt.

And now, onto another challenging 
year...

But first, let's play a new game.

– Maggie

RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER 
Eidos Montréal / Square Enix 

2015



My best moment for this year 
are my teammates, their devotion 
and support to the community 
has been incredible.

We all share the same passion 
for visual arts and to have them 
by my side I couldn’t be more 
prouder.

 – SuperMatt



Now, you can say it:
"I was here and I survived."

It is now time for us to wish you 
one wonderful and peaceful 
year full of themes and 
challenges. We can't wait to 
see what 2021 has in store for 
you... And your shots. 

So... What will you capture 
this year?

If you’re interested in a physical copy of this yearbook,
please send a message to @VirtualHeda
on Twitter or Instagram for a printable version.



#TheCapturedCollective 2020


